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 EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
 

Much attention has been focused on restoration of the natural hydropattern of 
the greater Everglades ecosystem. Water management is key to balancing the needs of 
Everglades restoration, flood protection, and economics of the adjacent communities. 
The South Florida Water Management District and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are 
implementing the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP), including 
several major components that are located within the Lake Belt Area of Miami-Dade 
County (Fig. 1). Successful implementation of CERP requires a thorough 
understanding of the geology and hydrogeology (Fig. 2) of the Everglades and 
specifically the Lake Belt Area. 

South Florida has a long history of geologic investigation including a wealth 
of Quaternary studies in south Florida, but until recently the pre-Quaternary geology 
has been less studied. The Lake Belt Area covers approximately 230 km2 (89 mi2) in 
north central Miami-Dade County, south of the Miami-Dade/Broward County line 
(Fig. 1). Water Management structures for this area includes the East Coast Protective 
Levee (ECPL) system and a series of drainage canals.  

The objective of this study was to develop a better understanding of the 
geology and hydrogeology underlying the Lake Belt Area by conducting a high-
resolution seismic-reflection survey of area canals.  High-resolution seismic-reflection 
profiling is a water-based geophysical technique that can be used to identify 
subbottom geologic features. More than 109 line-kilometers (68 line-miles) of data 
were collected from eight major canals including the canal adjacent to the ECPL. 
Acoustic reflections were recorded from depths that varied from 3 to 79 m (10 to 260 
ft) below sea level. Generally usable data were recorded to 30 m (100 ft) below sea 
level. Approximately 80 percent (84 km; 52 mi) of the canals yielded usable data that 
were integrated with information from previous reports, published, and unpublished 
core sections, original core descriptions, and personal communication with other 
researchers familiar with the study area. 

In all canals surveyed, the thin Holocene marsh sediments and Pleistocene 
Miami Limestone were removed during canal construction. The bottom of most 
canals has an acoustically transparent layer of recent undifferentiated muck (Fig. 3). 
The first solid reflection recorded is the original surface left from canal construction. 
This surface is within the Pleistocene Fort Thompson Formation that is typically 
composed of marine limestone, minor gastropod-rich freshwater limestone, and sandy 
limestone. Core descriptions indicate the Fort Thompson Formation is a vuggy, hard 
to weak limestone (hard is described as good induration or the foundation was hard, 
solution-riddled limestone; weak is inferred as less dense friable limestone or poor 
induration) (Fig. 4). The rock-fabric facies within the Fort Thompson Formation form 
stratigraphic cycles that are moderately variable but is conformable around much of 
the Lake Belt study area. In south Florida the thickness of Fort Thompson Formation 



varies from ~1 to ~25 m (~3 to ~80 ft). Beneath the Fort Thompson Formation are 
irregular alternating layers of sand, silt and limestone of the Tamiami Formation. 

Numerous vertical features, in the upper part of the Fort Thompson Formation 
section beneath the canals, are characteristic of shallow solution pipes or vugs. The 
features commonly penetrate through more than one horizon and may be conduits for 
vertical water flow through the formation (Fig. 3, 4). In the Tamiami Formation, 
numerous features in seismic profile are inferred as solution pipes and collapse 
structures. In general, the reflections in the upper 15 m (50 ft) of seismic profiles are 
flat and continuous and are assigned to the Fort Thompson and Tamiami Formations. 
An exception is found in the C-6 Canal, where a reflection within the upper 15 m (50 
ft) of section is irregular but fairly continuous. Evidence from core descriptions 
indicates that this reflection is produced by a lithologic contact within the Fort 
Thompson Formation. The contact is a break between a weak limestone (poor 
induration) above and a moderate to hard limestone (good to moderate induration) 
below. This is a distinctive reflection not clearly identified beneath other canals. 

In general, depositional lithology of the area is inferred to impact water flow 
because lithology controls the post-depositional diagenesis and dissolution that 
provide pathways and conduits for water to flow between units both laterally and 
vertically. 
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Figure 1.  Location of the Lake Belt Study Area adjacent to the 
Everglades National Park, Miami-Dade County, and Broward 

County in south Florida.  The study area includes a portion of the 
Shark River Slough waterway to the west and Water Conservation 

Areas (WCA) to the northwest. 
 
Figure 2.  Hydrogeologic section showing formations, aquifers, and 

confining units of the surficial aquifer system in north-central Miami-
Dade County (modified from Fish and Stewart, 1991). Section extends 

along Tamiami Canal (C-4 Canal). 
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Figure 3.  Seismic profile overlain with two core descriptions (CB-xx-4 and
CB-xx-5).  In the upper section, continuous reflective horizons generally 

correlate with changes in lithology.  There is an apparent dissolution 
feature between Shots 8100 to 8700 that may represent vugs or 
displacement caused by collapse.  Acoustic multiples (artifact of 

acquisition) mask the contact (dashed line) between the Fort Thompson 
and Tamiami Formations identified from core descriptions. 
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.  Comparison of quarry sample and downhole imagery showing vuggy 
ity between the Miami Limestone and Fort Thompson Formation in 
i-Dade County, Florida.  Note that the large vugs cross the contact 

between the two geologic units (dashed line). 
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Figure 5.  Seismic profile overlain with a core description (CB-S-4).  A very

irregular reflective horizon present in this profile (green highlight) is 
inferred to represent the contact between limestones with poor induration
above and moderate induration below. The red highlights may represent 

contacts (reflections) between the sand, silt, and clay units.  Acoustic 
multiples (artifact of acquisition) partially mask the Fort Thompson and 

Tamiami Formation contact. 
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